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Abstract 
There has been a decline in desktop applications in the era of web apps and mobile apps. Though there is a decline, the 

desktop apps have never lost their charm.  If the traditional desktop apps are made visually appealing, user-friendly and 

made to provide better performance, then they would rule the roost. It is here that the web technologies come in handy 

to develop desktop apps too. Electron helps in building desktop apps using JavaScript and other web technologies. The 

paper gives insight into developing a sample desktop app using web-technologies and its importance. 
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1. Introduction 

It is essential to make desktop apps more user-friendly, of improved performance and revamp their look 

and feel. Such desktop apps can be made using Electron, an open source software framework that helps in 

building desktop applications using web technologies. The use of web-technologies to develop desktop 

apps: 

 Helps us in rapid development of desktop apps. 

 Reusability of the code from web application to desktop app and vice versa 

 Enables us to develop elegant user interfaces for desktop apps. 

 Enables us to build cross-platform desktop apps 

ReactJS is a javascript library, that helps us to build component based, fast, efficiently rendered view layer 

for our apps. React views are written as components that can contain some logic, JSX code and other 

components as well. React uses Virtual DOM making updation of UI faster and its performance efficient. 

The redux architecture helps us in maintaining the state of the app. It enables unidirectional flow of data. 

The data in the application follows the same lifecycle pattern, making the logic of app more predictable 

and easier to understand. It also encourages data normalization.  

The figure below depicts the redux architecture. When an action is triggered, the action is dispatched to 

the store. The store sends the current state and action to the reducers. The concerned reducer would act 

upon the state and modify it according to the action and send the new state to store. The store sends it 

to the view layer binding which renders the view.  
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Fig.1 Redux Architecture 

2. Overview of sample desktop app 

2.1 Desktop point of sale system 

The Desktop Point Of Sale(POS) system is used by the firms for billing. It enables the cashier to select all 

items that the customer bought and provides the total bill amount. It provides various payment options to 

customers. The POS also provides options to remove an item, update quantity, etc. It enables the admin to 

configure the POS for a particular store, add users of POS, etc. It provides option to view list of 

transactions. Different pricing categories can be applied to different types of customers. 

2.2 System Architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 System Architecture 

 

2.3 Implementation 

The User interface is a HTML page deployed in Electron window. The Electron takes url of html page as 

input and renders it in its browser.  

 

We design html page using ReactJS. ReactJS helps in developing reusable UI components. One 

component can be rendered in another component. The state and props of the react component enables 

communication between them. React component lifecycle methods helps us in rendering the state of 

component accurately. The react router helps us provide links to various components. JSX notation is used 

in react components is type-safe. ReactJS and electron helps in making our desktop apps user-friendly and 

visually enticing. 

 

The data like items, users, store details required for specific POS are stored in  Electron-json-storage. 
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The application’s state is handled using redux architecture. The hot reloading and time travel debugging 

features of redux makes it more suitable pattern for POS. When the user triggers an action, the action 

creator creates an action object and returns it. The action is dispatched to store. The store sends the current 

state to root reducer. The root reducer slices the state and passes it to respective sub-reducer for state 

change. Once the sub-reducers modify state according to action, they return the changes, and the root 

reducer combines slices to get new state. This state is passed onto store which sends to view layer binding. 

The view layer binding helps in rendering the new state.  

 

The backend consists of database and the server that processes the payment requests, handling transactions, 

etc. The MySQL database stores the data required for multiple point of sale systems related to specific firm. 

All the requests are made to web server through API calls. The response shall be JSON objects containing 

data. The Hibernate framework(Object-Relational Mapping) maps objects to database tables.  

The NFC(Near Field Communication) card is one of the payment options provided to customers. The 

details of the NFC card can be accessed by connecting to TCP server. 

3. Conclusion 

The Electron, ReactJS, Redux architecture help in developing user-friendly, robust, scalable and efficient 

desktop apps. They provide best suite for desktop apps. Such desktop apps do not have lengthy installation 

procedures like conventional desktop apps. Also the UI can be customized based on the required theme 

rather than having same look for all desktop apps. The desktop apps built using web technologies are the 

need of the hour in current era considering their efficiency and customized UI feature. 
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